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1.  Further Research – 87+ NEEDS for More Grant-funded Study 

Page numbers represent the page where each topic arose for further study, as for another grant-

funded study or dissertation research, all of them a much greater need than the million-dollar frog-

to-prince work on the Texas and Angola Fools’ Parade by the ISR Johnson team—all of them.  

page 

46, how psychopath prisoners affect the staff, and how they affect other prisoners 

84, how many RPD directors have written academic articles or books, for which prison systems, 

and a national assessment 

103, what is the psychological toll on staff from tricky prisoners, similar to 46 

117, study the effect of prisoner psychopaths on fellow prisoners, on staff, and staff psychopaths 

on prisoners and fellow staff 

141, compare extent & differences between Army, Navy, Air Force, healthcare, & prison 

chaplains who have written their memoirs, a complete annotated bibliography, & 

analysis of the institutions that fosters the most over those who fostered the least. 

166, analyze RPD nefariousness for 10–25 years, disciplinaries, extent of staff modelling of 

duplicity to prisoners & how that affects prison peace & recidivism 

195, compare horde of lawsuits & discern the ratio between the favored Christian & unfavored 

non-Christian lawsuits for trends of dominance between state prisons 

195, compare the psychological benefits of religious gatherings that accrue in meetings 

themselves irrespective of the religious content 

197, compare the Federally-mandated prison reforms that swept the country in 1970s & 1990s, & 

discern themes & similarities between state prison systems 
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198 & 199, discern the effect The Angolite on the peace in Angola during the time of its truly 

free press prior to 1995 Warden Burl Cain’s censure before all witnesses die! 

205, discern the effect of a king-style of warden upon truth from staff in a prison 

206, discern the effect of persuasive captivating prisoners upon volunteers, catalogue & assess 

volunteer rule violations & near-rule violations, compare between states 

222, compare the Right, far-Right, moderate, Left, & far-Left publications, civil liberty 

organizations, advocacy groups in, for, about prisons, & between states 

234, discern & compare the number of Pagans in the Democrat & Republican parties 

247, compare the top 20 Liberal liberty champions with top 20 Conservative champions, & them 

compare their sets on programs, funding, outreach, overreach, salaries, etc. 

261, compare the relation between low/high education & moral failures in churches, religious 

5.01(c)3s & above a certain level of funding & between faiths  

275, discern how credibility & virtue in staff affect prisoners for prison peace & recidivism 

307, discern precisely in any or all states the percentage of fees for money transfers from 

families to prisoners, especially the relation of abuse from poor families, and compare 

the actual costs, compare with free-world services, as some charge 37% 

308, discern how TDCJ came to swallow the Prison scam amid a horde of controversy & missing 

a horde of flags, even this book & its previous six volumes  

320, discern how a selection of criminological studies relate to & through John Dilulio’s crime-

religion nexus, & discern, survey major criminologists on its worth 

331, discern the extent or relations of how Dominionism may be the older & stronger feuding 

cousin of the 1619 Project among other historical revisionists  

355, study the Left & Right exposés of each other, especially the anti-Republican versus the anti-

Democrat in a truly non-partisan fashion. 

358, compare all statistics between chaplaincy, Windham ISD, & RPD programs in a first-ever 

full analysis, including funding & bang-for-buck evidence-based impact 

361, analyze this book, how nefarious actions went unchecked, discover how so much escaped 

the executive directors & the TBCJ, who so much was covered up  

370, discern the psychological elements that created Prison Scam & led TDCJ & other states to 

favor the smallest segment of Evangelicalism  

377, discern the number of thoughtless actions: When will there be enough child torturer Field 

Ministers? How many is too many? Compare states doing the Scam for programs, 

schools, etc., similarities, differences, prison cost, volunteer salaries.  

380a, discern the extent of the Polunsky Fiasco from the Book of Secrets, how it has been 

ignored, the extent of contraband cleaning, Dir. Collier’s role, OIG absence 

380b, discern if possible, the degree of agency sycophancy versus true openness to employee 

honesty & collegiality, i.e., nature of directors’ & wardens’ leadership 

382, Norwood’s forgiveness of Ulice Parker was truly outstanding, so discern if it was unique 

among prosecutors to allow such testimony to the Grand Jury, discern how many other 

times, & discern how to facilitate more justice for similar accidents 

383, discern the nature of white-effusive over-compensation to poorer black as a cover for or 

mediation of latent or guilty racist feelings, as some of us white chaplains have observed 

in the overwhelming dominance of white volunteers in prison 
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390a, discern the reason for the vast dominance of white volunteers in prison in Texas, likely 

other states, over black & brown volunteers  

390b, discern how 390a has been totally ignored in all criminological literature for the last 100-

plus years through 2021, totally unstudied  

391, analyze prison volunteer ages & proclivity for senior Evangelicals over 65 relative to 

Erikson’s Eight Stages, other developmental theorems, similar to 401 

394, discern the white papers & decision memoranda for major RPD decisions & compare them 

between states for top 10 or 20 major changes, similar to 84 

400, discern the affect of corrupt staff on officer attrition & prisoner recidivism, as in the mentor-

mentee authority pressures relative Professor Milgram’s discoveries 

401, compare the developmental theorems & their effects upon prisonization & recidivism, & 

prisons not utilizing the theorems, like 391 

420, given the ratio of steady ratio of over 10/1 male/female prisoners forever, compare the 

influence men had on leading women to crime & into prison  

421, compare in depth the in-prison rehab divisions on programs, recidivism rates, changes, 

bloating, as with Florida’s Bridges to Life 5.01(c)3 obscene salaries 

427a, discern which programs TDCJ’s RPD started/cancelled because of any criminological 

study, paper, & compare to all 50 states’ utilization or not of such studies 

427b, compare the 50 states’ prison RPDs comprehensively, similar to 427, 359, 116 

427c, analyze prison equity relationships between prisoners, between staff, & between both 

442, discern the extent of the Polunsky Fiasco … identical to 380a 

443, analyze the gulf between the plethora of criminology, sociology, psychology studies in 

prison & the lack of use of those studies, & then between state systems 

448, analyze the difficulty of teaching prisoners empathy, as in my dissertation, yet determine 

what appears to be a greater difficulty teaching psychopaths 

461, study the origins & extent of old Building Tender system in Texas, other states, if it 

originated from the Nazi concentration camps, all relations, before witnesses die 

477, study the nature of the TDCJ wardens who were sent or volunteered to go to Angola & lean 

about he Prison Scam, funding, their honest feelings if possible 

484, study the actual TDCJ cost of the Prison Scam in utilities, maintenance, classification 

officers, unit officers, warden salary time, chaplain staff time, all staff time  

512, study TBCJ members’ responsiveness to public letters & contact in Texas given that from 

their own minutes they never made actionable a single public comment in 12 years … to 

analyze how representative they truly are, not what they claim  

514, analyze my TDCJ Deep State Report for how much money RPD has literally wasted in 

employee shell games to cover up policy violations by the RPD Directors for 25 years & 

more, & how such was possible for so long even through 2021 

523, analyze the eras between Texas & Louisiana & how the only significant change seems to 

take place not from the system recognizing abuses, but from Federal oversight 

527a, discern precisely RPD’s use of “evidence-based” programming, as in how, when, & what 

“evidence” led to which program, catalogue lies, compare with other states  

527b, examine why TDCJ cancelled the unit staff athletic coach position, for it brought more 

good than most other programs in real “evidence” of peace, monitored fair competition, 
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comradery, sociability, practice in positive social skills, etc.  

543, analyze all the mom-&-pop volunteer prison programs to create a functioning network  

546, analyze the finances and profile the volunteer orgs in prison volunteerism, religious and 

others claiming neutrality 

563, discern & compare for sociological trends the Prison Scam’s funding sources & other 

expensive volunteer programs upon prisoner unit sociability & recidivism for the sake of 

the donor-citizen interests & sociological trends 

567, discern the decision processes that TDCJ used to retention of critical sociological data that 

destroys violence statistics after 7 years 

574, same as 523, analyze the eras where only Federal force stopped abuse 

576a, analyze the ACA funding & lobbying efforts 

576b, analyze the ACA representation of wardens & in-prison staff versus non-in-prison staff & 

between states, & impact policy standards 

576c, analyze the ACA director’s obscene salary for a prison standards org  

577, analyze religion’s origin, role, & current status in ACA 

578, analyze the nature of non-profit prison effectiveness as lowest bidder for human care 

581, analyze role of chaplains as the first criminologists in American prisons 

617, analyze role of Wilbert Rideau’s “Sexual Jungle” article to the onset of & possible spur to 

the beginning  of serious criminological study of prison sex & rape 

621, Anthony M. Scacco Jr., author of Male Rape: A Casebook (1982), since there is so little 

about his life or work in the literature 

638, same as 199, discern the criminological effects of The Angolite during the time of its truly 

free press prior to 1995 Cain’s censorship  

639, audit & study Lori Costantino’s obscene salary from her in-prison program in Florida, 

apparently mostly prisoner- & state-funded 

640, compare salaries of a state’s prison volunteer orgs, compare between states 

641, same as 199 & 638  ~  and 642, same as 618   

652, same as 391, study ages of volunteers relative to Erikson’s Eight Stages & more 

658, study further the sexual conflicts in prison vis-à-vis religious conviction  

679, study Professor Byron Johnson’s work for other abnormalities 

687, study Professor Byron Johnson’s work in the light of this book 

698, study ISR Johnson’s work in Texas &Angola for statistical integrity & clarity in the light of 

the host of variables they purposely ignored, including staff &volunteers 

729, discern the affect of good & bad officer upon their fellow staff & upon the prisoners, officer 

attrition & offender recidivism & coping 

750 same as 199, 638, 641 – before witnesses die & get Rideau to be on team  

8888 Study the wardens’ part “10-6” prisoners who ended up serving LLLLLIFE!!!  that 

is just being addressed by New Orleans DA Jason Williams, as seen in Angolite 

article by John Corley “Forgotten No More” (2021), more in bibliography for more  

>  After all this work, perhaps a study of prison directors, tenures, and which came up 

through security ranks vs. other ways to discern differences … >  Discern how 

many other prisons are like TDCJ with no real self-initiated research  
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